Connect everyone on campus
with Dropbox, Zoom, and Slack
Dropbox is committed to helping colleges and universities worldwide modernize
The new Dropbox experience brings together all the content and tools you
their campuses. That’s why we partner with best-of-breed tools—including Zoom
want to use. Now you can access more powerful features of Slack and Zoom
and Slack—to integrate the tools faculty, staff, and students use to connect all
and bring context to your communication.
types of content.

Partners in education
Our deep integrations with Zoom and
Slack are designed to bolster teaching
and learning—and improve research
collaboration both on and off campus
96% of top U.S. universities use Zoom 1

Accelerate
team research

Enrich the
learning experience

Improve
staff productivity

• Collaborate in real time

• Continue the conversation
Engage students by sharing
Dropbox content (like PDFs
and whiteboard sketches)
directly into Zoom during
lectures or office hours, and
provide easy access beyond

• Meet smarter
From within Dropbox, you can
connect your calendars—and
add and join Zoom meetings
so people working on the
same Dropbox files can easily

Communicate from anywhere
around the world with Zoom,

and share real-time feedback
on research files of any size
with Dropbox
• Keep your team in the loop

Share your work by sending
files to individuals or Slack

channels, directly from Dropbox
• Stay in sync from anywhere
Work together without the

guesswork by seeing which

the classroom
• Share lessons and class notes
Send files to individuals
or Slack channels, directly
from Dropbox, to easily share

collaborate

• Save time
Start Slack messages
from within Dropbox and
eliminate time spent
switching between tools

classroom content

Dropbox files were shared to
Zoom and Slack

To learn more about how Dropbox fuels collaboration at 6,000 universities
and colleges worldwide, visit dropbox.com/education.
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